CORONARY ARTERY PROFILE ON CORONARY ANGIOGRAPHY IN TMT POSITIVE FEMALE PATIENTS
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is one of the leading cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide. Earlier thought to be a disease of modern world, it is now equally prevalent in developing countries. This disease is increasingly being witnessed in younger population. Exercise stress test or ‘treadmill test’ (TMT) is one of the cheap and widely available investigation for evaluating myocardial ischemia, but has a relatively low sensitivity and specificity, especially in single and double vessel disease. TMT in women have a relatively low diagnostic yield for CAD compared to men, especially when symptoms are atypical or non-specific.

AIM AND OBJECTIVE
To analyse the coronary artery profile on Coronary Angiography (CAG) in TMT positive female patients.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
This study was conducted in Departments of Internal Medicine, Govt. Medical College, Srinagar and Cardiology Unit, Khyber Medical Institute, Srinagar, from January 2013 to July 2015 on 100 TMT positive female patients, who were subjected to coronary angiography after categorizing into three groups on the basis of pre-test probability score.

RESULTS
Of the 100 TMT positive female patients, 25% patients had coronary artery disease on angiography; of these 78% belonged to high pre-test probability group and 3% low pre-test probability group. Single vessel disease was seen in 60% of the patients followed by triple vessel disease in 32% and double vessel disease in 8%.

CONCLUSION
TMT has a low predictive value of CAD in female patients, except those with high pre-test probability score who have more chances of CAD on coronary angiography.
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reliable anatomical information for definite therapeutic options.

**MATERIAL AND METHOD**

This study was conducted on 100 TMT positive female patients at Internal Medicine Department of Government Medical College Srinagar and Cardiology Unit of Khyber Hospital Srinagar from Jan 2013 to July 2015. Patients where categorised into low, intermediate and high pre-test probable groups on the basis of pre-test probability score system (Table 1 and Table 2). These patients were subjected to coronary angiography and the prevalence of CAD (>1 vessel >50% stenosis) was analysed by using descriptive statistical methods.

**RESULTS**

Out of 100 TMT positive female patients, 25 were having CAD on angiography (25%) indicating a low predictive value of TMT in females. The prevalence of CAD was 79% in high pre-test probability group compared to 3% in low pre-test probability group indicating high predictive value of TMT in high pre-test probability group. Single vessel disease was the most common (60%) followed by triple vessel disease (32%) and double vessel disease (8%). Left Anterior Descending (LAD) artery disease was seen in 68% followed by Right Coronary Artery (RCA) 40%, Left Circumflex Artery (LCX) 36%, Left Main Coronary Artery (LMCA) in 4% (Fig 1). Hypertension, diabetes mellitus, obesity, sedentary lifestyle and postmenopausal status were the most common associated risk factors.

**DISCUSSION**

Coronary artery disease is one of the leading causes of mortality and morbidity worldwide.2 Hypertension, diabetes mellitus, smoking, obesity, dyslipidemia, insulin resistance states, syndrome X, obstructive sleep apnoea, hyper-homocysteinemia and strong family history are known risk factors for CAD.2 Coronary artery disease is not curable, but is preventable and treatable. Modifications of lifestyle and prevention of risk factors has shown a dramatic decline in incidence of CAD.

For early diagnosis of CAD exercise stress test still remains a cost effective, non-invasive and widely available test, but has a relatively low sensitivity (80%) and specificity (70%), especially in single and two vessel disease.4 TMT is a cardiovascular stress test using treadmill bicycle exercise with ECG, blood pressure and heart rate monitoring. The treadmill is stopped when the patient achieves a target heart rate (85% of the maximum predicted for the patient’s age). Contraindications for TMT are acute myocardial infarction, symptomatic heart failure, acute arrhythmia, symptomatic aortic stenosis, aortic dissection, accelerated hypertension (BP >200/110) and AV blocks.

Values of ST segment parameters for detection of myocardial ischemia have been questionable in many studies and is found to be irrelevant in the face of an already existing abnormal ECG showing a pattern of bundle branch block, ventricular hypertrophy and pre-excitation phenomenon. TMT in females have a relatively low diagnostic yield for CAD compared with men, especially when symptoms are atypical or nonspecific.4,5,6,7 Symptomatic women who have a positive test have a lower probability of CAD than men and have fewer coronary events.8 Exercise stress test has been reported to have a sensitivity of 70% and specificity of 61% for the detection of CAD in women.4,5 In a review of nine studies correlating exercise induced ST segment changes with angiographic findings in female patients, the prevalence of CAD ranged from 18% to 40% (Fig 2). In our study, the prevalence of angiography documented CAD (>1 vessel, stenosis >50%) was 25%.

In a retrospective analysis conducted by Morise, Beckneretal.10 nine hundred and fifteen patients with suspected CAD and normal resting ECG were subjected to TMT of which 348 were TMT positive had undergone coronary angiography. Analysis included logistic regression with significant coronary disease (= or >1 vessel with 50% stenosis) as the dependent variable and clinical variables as independent variable. For the entire validation group the prevalence of significant CAD was 16% in low probability group, 44% in intermediate probability and 69% in the high probability group consistent with our study of 78% in high pre-test probability group and 20% in the intermediate and 3% in the low pre-test probability group. The correlation between vessel disease and probability score was significant (p <0.05).

In another study conducted by Anthony et al. angiographically documented CAD prevalence was 32%.11 In our study, the prevalence of CAD was 25%. Single vessel disease 60%, double vessel disease 8% and triple vessel disease 32%.

The prevalence of risk factors in these patients of angiography documented CAD was hypertension in 100%, diabetes mellitus in 48%, obesity in 72%, dyslipidemia in 2%, postmenopausal status in 80%, smoker 32% and family history of CAD in 52%.

In our study of 100 female patients 62% belonged to rural areas, but among those patients of angiography documented CAD 76% belonged to urban areas indicating sedentary life as an important risk factor for CAD.

In a study by Tartangoglu etal.12 one hundred and twenty postmenopausal females with typical angina or atypical chest pain underwent TMT of which 110 had undergone angiography. A positive predictive value of 78% and a negative predictive of 80% were determined. Single Vessel Disease (SVD) was found to be the most common form of CAD. In our study, single vessel disease was seen in 60% consistent with the above study. Among single vessel LAD artery disease was seen in 87% followed by RCA 40%, LCX 36% and LMCA 4%.

TMT in women to detect CAD has low sensitivity and specificity.4,5,6,7 The diagnostic yield of TMT in females results from lower prevalence of CAD in females,2,3,4,5 Women tend to have a greater release of catecholamines during exercise, which could potentiate coronary vasospasm and augment the incidence of abnormal ECG results, moreover false positive results have been reported to be more common during menstruation and preovulation.8

Glasser and Clark correlated the ST fluctuation with estrogen and progesterone levels concluding that only estrogen fluctuation has a correlation with ST segment changes.8

In a study by Morise and Beckner,10 sixty percent of patients had CAD on angiography belonging to high probability group compared with 40% with intermediate group and 16% in low pre-test probability group. In our study, the incidence of CAD was 78% in high pre-test probability group compared to 3% in low pre-test probability group.

In a study by Martin and Conalay et al.2 and Bruce Hossack et al.3 maximum (75% to 80%) diagnostic value of ST segment depression is contained in leads V4-V6 and at times in V5R. In our study patients having severe CAD, i.e. triple vessel disease, ST depression was seen in leads V4-V6, thereby indicating ST segment depression in leads V4-V6 of severe degree of CAD.
CONCLUSION
TMT has a low predictive value for detecting CAD in female patients except those with a high pre-test probability score.
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X²=2.546 (P>0.05) Non-significant

RISK FACTOR          SCORE
Age
<50             03
50-60           06
>65             09
Symptoms
Typical angina  05
Atypical angina 03
Non-specific chest pain 01
Co-morbid Illness
Diabetes mellitus  02
Hypertension     01
Obesity          01
Dyslipidemia     01
Smoking          01
Estrogen Status
Positive         03
Negative        -03
Total Probability Score
Low               -06 to 08
Intermediate     09 to 15
High             16 to 24

X²=2.546 (P>0.05) Non-significant